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Executive summary

Modern businesses are as keen to enable seamless interactivity among employees 

as they are to unfetter those workers from traditional offices. These two goals can 

present a challenge to IT departments in determining the best way to support 

advanced collaborative environments for which companies increasingly are 

striving. But considerable opportunity lies in taking collaborative efforts to the next 

level and pushing forward with state-of-the-art technology that enables seamless 

virtual meetings among far-flung participants. Immersive, visual collaboration is 

important in those endeavors, but with today’s widely dispersed workforces, a 

vastly improved audio experience is an imperative. With next-generation audio 

conferencing comes the promise of a seamless, frictionless experience for all 

participants. High-quality audio will make the difference between collaboration 

success and failure.
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Making a sound decision for next-generation  
team collaboration

Many businesses today find themselves struggling to cope with two critical yet 

often contradictory forces shaping their workforce strategies. 

On the one hand, modern businesses are keen to enable seamless interactivity 

among employees (as well as external partners and customers, as needed). Giving 

employees the ability to engage in highly interactive, collaborative sessions can 

lead to content co-creation and fuel idea generation, helping to close the gap 

between concept and delivery. In addition, being able to gather key personnel for 

collaborative problem solving can hasten time to resolution, no matter how difficult 

the issue at hand. In short, collaboration spurs innovation, which in turn can boost 

a company’s competitive stature.

On the other hand, the drive to remain competitive in today’s always-on global 

economy is pushing companies to unfetter workers from traditional offices, be those 

at corporate headquarters or smaller regional and local offices. At many a modern 

business, an employee might just as easily work from a towering skyscraper as 

from a single-occupant office half a world away. This is all well and good, but can 

challenge the IT department trying to deliver basic communications services, not 

to mention support the advanced collaborative environments for which companies 

increasingly are striving. Even when differences among employee locations and time 

zones aren’t too extreme, they still make collaboration a complicated endeavor and 

the user experience inconsistent, at best.

Global analytics and advice firm Gallup crystallized the challenge in a 2014 

Business Journal article, “Can People Collaborate Effectively While Working 

Remotely?” In that piece, a Gallup research analyst wrote: “As more workplaces 

become knowledge based, more companies will experience the tension of helping 

employees work together effectively while allowing them to do their jobs from 

almost anywhere.” And, given the changes in the way employees now communicate 

and collaborate, “[o]ne of the most important questions regarding the ability to work 

from anywhere is the effect it has on employees’ engagement levels.”

As noted in the article, Gallup has found that “the ability to work remotely 

corresponds with higher engagement, but primarily among those who spend 

less than 20% of their total working time doing so.” Its employee data shows that 

the level of engagement drops the more time spent working remotely — and that 

certainly doesn’t bode well for the effectiveness of collaboration.

Neither the desire for increased engagement and collaboration nor the remote 

workforce trend is new, of course. Companies have been grappling with each for 

some time, and as a result many best practices have bubbled to the surface.

“As more workplaces 
become knowledge 
based, more 
companies will 
experience the 
tension of helping 
employees work 
together effectively 
while allowing them 
to do their jobs from 
almost anywhere”

– GALLUP
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Companies that do 
collaboration well outfit 
their meeting spaces 
and employees with 
modern technologies 
and tools.

A company focus on collaboration

Companies that do collaboration well tend to have several similar characteristics. 

Collaborative teamwork is driven from the top down, with executive leadership 

actively and regularly participating in such meetings. From their example, employees 

understand the importance the company places on collaboration, as well as each 

individual’s contribution, and become vested in the collaborative process.

But collaboration sessions are only productive if participants feel they can trust 

their ideas with a team and feel respected as they share during brainstorming 

sessions. Trust and respect are all the more difficult to convey when some 

participants are remote and cannot pick up on visual cues, hear all conversation 

points clearly, or break through in-room chatter to present their perspectives. 

Companies that do collaboration well understand that fully engaging remote 

participants is a regular focus. They know all voices must be heard, and that 

openness and transparency are key success factors.

Over time, companies that do collaboration well have expanded their thinking 

beyond the traditional “everybody gather in Conference Room A or dial in using 

this bridge if you’re remote” approach to teamwork. Leading companies have come 

to understand that the workspace itself can affect team dynamics and, therefore, 

influence the course of ideation and innovation.

Larger meeting spaces are still necessary, but the modern incarnations aren’t as 

sterile and stuffy as the oak-walled, big table in the middle of the room environments 

of old. They’ve broken down the walls, oftentimes both literally and figuratively, 

to encourage a free flow of ideas. Smaller meeting spaces, often called “huddle 

rooms,” are scattered about, readily available for quick meetings and impromptu 

team get-togethers. Taking a cue from Agile principles and the Scrum framework 

for rapid software development, some companies have even stripped down some 

of their meeting spaces to the barebones — perhaps a whiteboard and conferencing 

equipment, but no tables, no chairs. The aim of stand-up meetings is to encourage 

quick, tight collaboration, which requires a careful balance between facilitating 

participation and not getting bogged down in the means of establishing the 

collaboration session.

Lastly, companies that do collaboration well outfit their meeting spaces and 

employees with modern technologies and tools. They understand the value of 

high-definition video, superior audio quality, ease of content sharing, integration 

with calendar and email suites, and intuitive interfaces. They know flakey technology 

can lead to subpar meeting experiences and stymie creativity and productivity. 

And they understand the danger in pushing forward on collaboration while not 

ensuring the experience is a positive one for all participants, especially those 

who are joining in remotely. They know one of the potential risks of doing so is 

a collaboration backlash that could end up reducing cooperative work efforts, 

jeopardizing innovation, and negatively impacting competitiveness.
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Rethinking team collaboration

Especially as companies plot out their digital transformations and place an emphasis 

on increased agility and greater productivity, the ability to gather dispersed team 

members into cohesive meeting experiences is high on the list of corporate priorities. 

With today’s rapidly evolving business processes, the best practices and technology 

choices of as little as a year ago may no longer apply in this new world. Even those 

with advanced collaborative environments need to continuously rethink how they 

approach team collaboration.

As companies move forward with team collaboration, they’d do well to use real life 

as a model. A free flow of ideas is difficult, after all, when meeting participants are 

forced to sit around a meeting room table, leaning in toward the conference room 

audio system, turned to the highest possible volume, so they can hear and be 

heard. A true-to-life meeting experience should allow

1. FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT

Participants should be able to move freely around the collaborative workspace 

without concern about their voices not carrying to their remote colleagues or that 

they won’t be able to hear what’s being said from afar because they’re working on  

a whiteboard and not glued to the speakerphone.

2. BRAINSTORMING, NOT JUST POLITE CONVERSATION

When collaborative meetings involve remote participants today, the conversations 

often end up being quite awkward. One person offers an opinion. A second person 

provides feedback. The first counters, while a third jumps in too soon and everybody 

falls silent as nobody is sure who should speak next. As the meeting continues in 

this manner, frustrations mount, remote participants either stop trying to chime in for 

fear of interrupting another speaker or tune out, and good ideas go left unsaid. The 

true-to-life meeting room needs to be able to support rich conversations among all 

participants, in-room or otherwise. Brainstorming works best when participants jump 

in as they like, not waiting passively for a turn.

The true-to-life 
meeting room needs to 
be able to support rich 
conversations among 
all participants, in-
room or otherwise.
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3. CONTENT TO GO

Content sharing today too often involves advance planning for delivery of live 

presentations sent to others via email or a shared link — sometimes not even 

until after the meeting has taken place and only with constant reminders. When 

collaborating today, teams need to be able to pull in different types of content as 

needed — and share instantaneously. Content isn’t something to be parceled out 

but seamlessly incorporated into, and taken away from, a team meeting.

Taking this idea even further, it’s important to recognize that team collaboration as 

passive event centered on information consumption is a thing of the past. Rather, 

team collaboration today is about active participation in the creative process. 

Toward this end, modern meeting rooms are starting to incorporate immersive wall 

systems and visualization technologies that encourage and enable interactivity. 

When gathered in such state-of-the-art conference rooms, teams can easily display 

presentations, documents and other content on wall-sized screens, or share 

streamed video and other rich media files. Participants can walk up to the content, 

and manipulate it — moving an image from one page to the next in a presentation, 

for example, drawing on a document to bring a particularly noteworthy section to 

everybody’s attention, or annotating a photo with a virtual sticky note. Content is 

stored in the team’s collaborative workspace, readily accessible by participants as 

they need it.

By encouraging interactivity, immersive collaboration environments drive up the 

engagement level of meeting participants. And with increased engagement comes 

deeper insights and greater opportunity for innovation.

4. PLANNING FOR AUDIO

Not to be overlooked in planning for next-generation team collaboration is a state-

of-the-art audio experience. It goes without saying today that physical presence 

cannot be requisite for participation in team meetings. Unfortunately, many 

companies still believe that opening the audio bridge and using a speakerphone 

suffices when inviting remote participants into team collaboration meetings. And 

few companies provide training or best practices guidance on how to collaborate 

effectively when some meeting participants are gathered in one room and others 

call in remotely. Whether consciously or not, in-room participants often act less 

natural with remote colleagues than they do with each other. They end up either 

taking pains to keep remote participants on the “same page” or, perhaps worse 

yet, relegating them to second class status and, ultimately, boxing them out of the 

conversation. It’s no secret that remote workers disengage when they can’t hear 

the conversation or feel as if their input isn’t being given its due weight. Shoddy 

audio serves to exacerbate the issue and can be a real collaboration killer.

Team collaboration 
today is about active 
participation in the 
creative process.

By encouraging 
interactivity, 
immersive 
collaboration 
environments drive 
up the engagement 
level of meeting 
participants.
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What next-generation audio conferencing 
brings to team collaboration

Supporting active collaboration and remote participation simply isn’t possible 

without carefully considered high-quality audio delivered by a next-generation 

audio conferencing system, which should offer 

1. VERBAL PROXIMITY

Audio for conferencing today is primarily enabled by a tabletop speaker phone 

toward which in-room participants orientate and tether chain themselves. The 

closer to the microphone the better for the remote participant. A next-generation 

conferencing system would do away with that model, instead enabling spaces where 

movement and flow is encouraged so participants can speak freely from anywhere in 

the room and be confident the remote participant can hear them with ease.

2. NATURAL-LISTENING EXPERIENCE

With verbal proximity, no matter where participants are located in a room, the audio 

conferencing system should be able to pick up their voices — even as they face a wall 

and annotate content displayed there, pace back and forth across the room, or engage 

in a spirited brainstorming discussion complete with interruptions and contributions 

from every participant. The system should automatically adjust for individual voices 

and volume, and smoothly transition from one speaking participant to another.

Furthermore, the virtual microphones should be able to retain some level of the 

room’s natural ambience. Background noises shouldn’t be eliminated but rather 

muted so as not to distract but to provide context for remote participants. Subtle 

ambient noise can help remote participants visualize where people are sitting, get 

a sense of who is moving about, and overall make them feel more a part of the in-

room group. This encourages team cohesion and encourages full participation.

3. OUT-OF-SIGHT, OUT-OF-MIND INSTALLATION

Meeting participants should not have to think about whether they’re talking too loudly 

or too softly, or whether the sound of their typing up notes is a distraction to remote 

listeners. In fact, they shouldn’t even need to think about the audio at all. Moving the 

conferencing system off the table and onto the wall will eliminate the distractions that 

persist with traditional audio conferencing systems.
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Conclusion
Companies that fully embrace the new collaborative mindset have already begun rethinking 

their physical workspaces and brushing up on their best practices for successful meetings. 

They’re working to strike the right balance between their desire to encourage team 

collaboration and the need to support a globally distributed workforce. Now’s the time to 

take that to the next level and push forward with state-of-the-art technology that enables 

seamless virtual meetings among far-flung participants. Immersive, visual collaboration 

is important in those endeavors, but with today’s widely dispersed workforces, a vastly 

improved audio experience is an imperative. With next-generation audio conferencing 

comes the promise of a seamless, frictionless experience for all participants, whether 

scribbling away on a whiteboard, moving about a room, or listening in and joining the 

conversation from a remote location. High-quality audio will make the difference between 

collaboration success and failure.

About Nureva Inc.

Nureva Inc. develops collaboration solutions where content-rich ideation and problem-solving can flourish. The 
company focuses on delighting customers with simple, thoughtful hardware, software and services. A passion for 
deep customer uanderstanding and a commitment to innovation drive the company’s product road map. For more 
information, visit www.nureva.com.


